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We live in a world plagued by pornography and people are looking for help winning individual
struggles with pornography often. Turn to their church leader for that help. How does the leader
help a person overcome the shame of this issue and start seeing positive progress. How can a
leader help youth to open up about struggles with pornography order some lasting proven
tactics to actually make a difference in order to help leading saints has created the liberating
saints library with more than twenty presentations featuring individuals who have a unique
perspective or expertise around this topic. Three of those most popular sessions are available to
watch now simply text. The word lead to four seven four seven four seven to start watching.
Now or visit leading saints dot org slash liberating get came as a result of a position of
leadership which was imposed upon us by the god of heaven who brought four restoration of
the gospel of jesus when the declaration was made concerning the old only truman living search
on the face of the her we were immediately put in a position loneliness loneliness of leadership
from which we cannot straight ran away and which we must face up with. Boldness and courage
and ability leading saints is a nonprofit organization dedicated helping latter day saints. Be
better prepared to and we do that through content creation. This podcast which you hope you
cels subscribe to. We also have a website leading saints dot org with thousands of incredible
articles all about leadership in the context of being latter day. Saint we host virtual summits live
events and also have a weekly newsletter to keep you up to date on all things happening with
leading saints visit leading saints dot org for more information Today i met Skyline high seminary
which is in the east side of salt lake city with rachel wagner. How are you rachel. i'm in great
awesome now. You are the outgoing. This is june twenty twenty one graduated. Just barely yes i
did. Congratulations thank you and you this past year during the school year you were the
seminary council president of what does that mean exactly so at skyline we have a seminary
council we had members on it and basically we meet weekly in talk about different activities. We



can do for the seminary students at skyline and i was the president of the saw. I was ahead. I
was in charge of reminding people about meetings in getting in touch with different committee
heads in just making sure everything rent smoothly and there may be some youth listening that
the don't have released time seminary early morning and so maybe this concept of the seminary
councils completely new them but in utah whereas where there are release time senator as we
have you have the council of students that serve the other students in relation to seminary right.
Yes perfect and so you were called the seminary council and then later your called as the
president of the council. So what do you remember of both being called to the cemetery council
and then when they add or how do they go about help making you the president so i was really
hoping i'd beyond seminary council but obviously if you're not on it doesn't mean the people who
are on our better than you are not in so i was just kind of hoping i'd be okay with either way and
when i was called i was so excited my dad was actually able to set me part which is really cool
experience that he calls me stay pranzi. Yes uh-huh yeah. He called me into his office and told
me it was just a really cool experience. And i was super excited in also little nervous which i
think is completely normal but really excited and one of retreats and we got together as a similar
council on we started learning about different leadership qualities that we should work on and
strive to have answers in the summer before school started and the seminary teachers pulled
me aside into a little office in. They asked if i be the similar council president. And i was deny
expect that day when i got there but i just felt the spirit testified that This is what was right. And
so i said yes and it's been such an amazing experience for me. This is pretty cool. Because
obviously there's some roles in the church structure that aren't available to women you know
because they involve the so. It's cool that this is one more opportunity for a woman to serve in
dafur shirt.
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That's cool so just starting into that. Like where did you begin. 'cause i know i had the
opportunity and i do this. Every year is come to the skyline seminary. And i just sort of do. Some
leadership workshops and things with the council. But i don't expect the to take anything from
that but Where did you start when you decided to be when you when you recalled the president.
Where do you begin to be president. To be completely honest. It took like a month or so to really
figure out what i was supposed to do. Because this is all new to me but the biggest thing for me
was just Praying a lot and asking him to help me. 'cause i knew that if i was trying my best in
trying to do what was right that he would help me figure out what was best and loved help was
also getting to know the people in council on my loved reaching out to them in fighting the
different qualities traits that they had in that was super helpful for me because i was able to
better understand like the impact the council can have on each other and we also talked about
conflict which i thought was interesting at the beginning of this year. How important to listen to
everyone's ideas because everyone comes from different backgrounds in the spirit speaks
differently to us so with conflict we talked about the importance of speaking up even if your idea
was different than others because christ will speak to all of us and so. I think that was really
helpful to me to understand that it's important to listen to everyone's ideas and so did you. How
did the meeting structure go as far as you know. We tweet to a weekly council meeting or a



monthly. Or how did that work. We would meet every friday in. It's been nice with covid because
we've had distance waiting friday so we were able to meet together in person the mornings And
we would start off with like a thought in a prayer and then we'd have all the committee heads we
have three committee heads and we'd have him come up share kind of what we're working on
and what we'd like to accomplish within the next week and we also brainstorm ideas of what we
wanna do moving forward and then juicer. Act as you'd facilitate those meetings you would.
Would you lead the discussion or make sure everybody's being heard. Or what was your role in
those yet. So i would assign someone i thought. I'm prayer every week and reach out before
meetings to the committee has to make sure they knew talking about like what we need
accomplish that week and the during the meeting i would get up and kind of lead at next. We're
doing this in this. And i also tried to really focus on everyone into here. Everyone's ideas 'cause.
I think some people might feel like they can fall back into listen but important to hear everyone in
so i tried to create an environment that was loving welcoming. Yes it was. Earning specifically
did to create that environment. I think reaching out everyone council on a personal level was
super important. Just letting them know that. I did recognize him in that. I think their ideas are
important. So i'd try to people if they weren't they're saying. Hey we missed you at the meeting
today. And i tried to also reach out to people who haven't heard for while to give the thought in
prayer second. Help them get going in the meetings. The that's interesting because there's this
idea of Once you when you're in a group setting once you hear your voice in that setting you're
more likely to share that voice throughout the meeting right and so giving them up in the front in
the beginning to share a a scripture thought right that got them the moving with with
participating. Yeah that's awesome anything else As far as the like if you go back in time to to
rachel on day one and to give give yourself any advice as far as had a facilitate those meetings
anything you did. Say in addition i would recommend just so i like to keep a planner with me and
i liked things that we were going to cover before so that we're able to kind of stay on track but i
think also being careful in taking time to listen to the spirit because sometimes we'd be planning
activities in fill like me needed to move in a different direction so i think it's also important to be
willing to kind of move away from the schedule but it's also important. Have a schedule. She can
stay on track when you need. You sorta gave yourself permission if the spirit takes me one way.
I'm gonna go that way down. The no always up all the agenda awesome well as we do on
these. How interviews is. I had similar simulate of some the leadership principles that may be
You would recommend to other incoming seminary presence really any youth leaders you know.
Obviously not everybody's going to get a chance to be the seminary president but There's a lot
of leadership opportunities for youth in the church so the first one you put his feast upon the
words of christ. Nca to kneeling prayers every day. You only about that. So i feel like as a leader.
It's really important to have a close relationship. With jesus christ because then you're able to
better hear him receive revelation to move his work forward and i think one of the big ways that
we can vote was relationship with christ is by feasting upon the words of christ in also saying to
kneeling prayers every day Experience that i had about two years ago I schedule was so crazy.
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'cause high school life is very busy and i felt like i was constantly doing something whether it
was homework or is at music lessons or doing Of some sort. And at the end of every day. I read
my scriptures. But i was so tired it was hard to get something out of that and i felt like it just
wasn't quite working but i didn't know what to do because my schedule was so busy and so I
was at if y one summer. And what are the teachers quoted. As taft benson any said when we
put god first all other things fall into their proper place or drop out of our lives in that. Hit me so
hard in a made me realize i was in putting god first in my life and so i decided to read my
scriptures as soon as i got home from school before. I did my homework. Before i went impact
to subpoena. No i would read my scriptures. I i would stay kneeling prayer. And as i did that i
was amazed. Allies able to what my day but not only that. I was amazed at how my relationship
with christ grew. I was better able to hear him his love for me and i also think along with that
scripture studies important to say to president because it just shows christ that you really care
about your relationship with him and it shows respect. It's easier to just focus on him. And so as
we started seminary council the beginning of this year i felt like since i had that relationship with
christ it was a lot easier to turn to him and ask him questions and receive answers in. I like to
compare this to like airplane analogy how the flight attendants is still in emergency. Emergency
to put on our masks before we help others. And i think it's important that we have our own
testimony in that we have our own relationship with christ before we help others because then
we can be more effective if we have that in. So the beginning of the challenge of council to feast
upon the words of christ every day in say to kneeling prayers. Because when we were all doing
that together it was easier for us to all. Just fill the spirit move forward together. Move god's work
forward a school so this became sort of a a theme in council that you encourage the council the
yet unknown to kneeling president. Yeah that's cool. Yeah and i love that. Just sort of you know
you. Just obviously you could just say we'll just pray a couple times a day or two days but sort of
encouraging this physical cadence of kneeling down and praying probably helps tag definitely.
That's cool you talk about business in anna's teenager in high school and yet is things are busy.
You know and it can become overwhelming to youth and for adult youth leaders who sometimes
have a difficult time may be truly understanding the full scope of what they're experiencing or we
dismiss it like. I just wait till you're my age. Then you know a businesses writing. What would
you say that has helped us understand the business that they go through. And then what
encouragement i mean. How did you lead with that in mind to the you know. The youth is far as
knowing that they're really busy in. But you want them to find hope. In jesus christ and so forth
that make sense yes so i would say first of all. I love being busy. Just because i feel like i'm
doing stuffing gains have done but it can be hard to find time to fulfill other callings but i think it
is important to remember that we do make time for the lord. He makes time for us in he
recognizes and he appreciates effort a lot and so when we are willing to fulfill our calling or
jumping in volunteer than he will help us with our other activities or studies. And i think i know
you mentioned how youth leaders how they can better recognize on youth and i think just
supporting the youth to super important by saying like. Hey i know you're busy. We do also be
willing to do this. Or i love to come and support you or i can help in any way it just sort of
engaging. They're right awesome the next principal. You put is love and accept. Everyone for
who. They are do that so i often like to think. What would christ doing this situation. And when i
think of christ. I think of love. He never turned anyone away. He loves all children perfectly. And
so when we got together seminary council. we'd focus on the students at skyline rethink. What



do they need the most often. It was just love in. Christ i like to think of his atonement. How he
atoned for the sins of everyone. He didn't just pick and choose who we wanted. Instead of all. I'll
help you but not you. He atoned for every one of his children and he loves them. All perfectly in.
I believe that we are his disciples. We are his hands and he wants us to go out and just to love.
Everyone and i think it's important to love everyone around you into also love people on your
council sony twenty members and i remember we got together At our retreat in one of our
seventy teachers did a lesson where he had us typing responses on our phone to a question on
the board in the responses would show up on a screen in they were all anonymous and the
question was.
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What trials are you going through. As responsive showed up. They were really hard to read.
Some heavy stuff looked around at the people in that room. And i had no idea they were going
through these things and just helped me realize that you really don't know what people are
going through that. Everyone has their own trials in. So if you're willing to reach out to love is
christ would then. You can make a difference people's lives in sometimes people think too. You
just need a convert. Everyone that we meet in like invite them to church but sometimes people
just need love and they need to know that they are cared about. So i think it's just important to
make extra effort to go out into serve others to love them Maybe dig more into that. As far as
what did that. Love looked like as far as like the day to day or you know as you walk the halls of
school or was there habits routines that you did to relieve manifest that love there. I like so
many different ways. You can do it in some ways that we did as a seminary councils we would
heart attack people so when we heard about someone who maybe is going through trowel or
needed some extra love we would get together and we cut out a bunch of hearts in riot
encouraging. Notes in we'd go put him on someone's door ring the doorbell and run away and it
was cool to hear from other people that really made their day and we also talked about the
similarly council this simple things how does looking someone in the eye in calling them by
name can mean so much to them and so we tried to work on learning people's names in our
classes in we'd hold open the door when people would walk into seminary to call them by name
and welcome into the seminary building because just like calling someone by name helps and
realize that they're noticed in that they're cared about. You mentioned that activity typing
anonymously. The trials that you're experiencing and that sort of breaks my heart with youth. A
lot is i know they're dealing with so much but it's you know it's hard for them to open up with
people. Maybe that's more natural with appeared. Appear rather than opening up to an adult.
How would you coach like a youth leader to better understand detriot. They're going through or
figure out what trials their their experience. Youth are experiencing. So i think it's important to
just kind of assume that everyone's going through something pretty hard because sometimes
people are open about it and we'll tell you what they're going through but sometimes they feel
like are they just don't want to fill a little closed off and so i think with everyone you meet. It's just
important to speak kindly to them in to reach out to them and it's it may look different everyone.
It may just be a kind text to someone or maybe a visit in person. But i think just being kind to
everyone is the best thing you can do in whether or not. They're going through something.



Really hard doesn't matter because everyone can use some love. It's awesome the experts. If
you put as you get out what you put in. Yes so. I feel like one thing i was nervous about. Council
is that some people would kind of fall back and let others take over. I think just in life.
Sometimes we can do that. May feel like it's just easier to go back. But i wanted everyone
council to realize that their opinions on what they had to say really is important because we are
all given different spiritual gifts and when we use those than it's easier to help benefit everyone
in so as i was reflecting back on the activities we did as a seminary council. It was fun to think of
how it blessed other people's lives and i thought like if we didn't do those activities life would still
move on people may be fine but i don't think it's about surviving it's more about thriving how
when we really put in the effort we can help people feel better about themselves. Come into
christ anything also. This applies to our personal lives in also to counsel. As as a whole how for
me personally. I think if i didn't put much effort as i did i would have kind of dreaded going to
meetings but since i did put in the effort it was much more enjoyable and we were better able to
hear the spirit and move forward and as a council since everyone jumped in participated we
were able to expand our circle in blessed more lives and so i really believe that the lord he
recognizes our efforts and he blesses us when we put in effort. Yeah that's awesome takes to
prison. Nelson's the lord loves effort. That's awesome so what did the bad days for. You look like
the hard days as a leader like help us peek into the day of bad life of a youth leader. I mean
what frustrated year. What struggles came up during those days. I feel like it was a little hard at
the beginning when we first got together because number one. All of us didn't really know
exactly what we were doing. We kind of had a fine where we were going. And i think it's
important to remember that not. Everything's gonna go perfectly because we all learned in life
and no one's perfect so yeah it was kinda hard to follow up with some people at the beginning
because i didn't really know super well and so i had to make the extra effort but something we of
struggled with was just getting things done by deadlines but i feel very blessed to say that we
had a wonderful council and as we started getting in the group of things people kind of found
their place and it was easier to follow up on assignments.
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And you're able to accomplish things but it definitely did take some time at the beginning. I think
we ought to be patient with each other like different times. Just like what are we doing. What's
next year and it's so easy in leadership to get know go through the motions like this is our
weekly meeting and got the devotional who's got the prayer and you kind of get caught up in the
in the routine of it but as a leader. Step back and say okay. Let's let's reconnect to our purpose.
Right what is it that we're doing trying to accomplish in that will probably levy at some of the
confusion in that turns into a bad experience. You know she's like go to these meetings. And i
don't know what we're doing. That's a great thing to do as a leader awesome. The last principal
is be open to all ideas. And you've touched on this a little bit but What else is there to learn
there. So i believe that personal revelation goes it's spread it's distributed and that's one reason
why we don't just have presidents in. That's all we have counselors in committees other people
to to lean on into their ideas and at the beginning of this year we had to pick a seminary theme
scripture and we chose one from the book of mormon. Because that's what we were studying at



the time but it was quite a long process to choose that theme scripture. We had everyone on
council bring their favorite scripture to a meeting. We had and we slowly started eliminating
these scriptures and we got down to two scriptures in this about like almost two hours so it took
a very long time we go down to two scriptures. I felt like it was the first scripture. I was so set on
the is like yes. We need the scripture but as a council we were all kind of divided and so the
teachers just invited us to leave the room and go pray about it. And so i left the room. Many i
went outside in said prayer in a red bull scriptures and asked him they follow which was right in.
I was really shocked by the impression i had. It was to choose the second scripture and just a
few minutes ago. I felt like it was the first one i was so certain but i wasn't really listening to the
spirit and as i took that time to really think about it until listen i felt like it was the second
scripture so we came back together as a council and we talked about the scriptures again and
we all came to the conclusion that it was the second scripture Experience for me. Because here.
I felt so certain about the first scripture and read the second scripture earlier that day i felt like it
wasn't right but when i really prayed about it i got the answer that it was the second scripture in
helped me realize that someone else received revelation that they needed to add the scripture
to our list. Listen i'm so grateful. They did because it's really bus. Lives of students in. That was
kinda different from mine experience when we chose our second scripture because we moved
to the doctor incumbents cullum so we decided to choose a new one for that one like at the
beginning of year right. Yeah uh-huh and we did the same thing. They came with our favorite
scriptures in. We talked about him when we got down to two and i felt like it was a second
scripture that time and i went in i prayed about it and i was expecting this big moment. Where is
like up. you're wrong. it's the first actually. But i felt like it was still the second one we came back
together. We felt like that was scripture. In as i just compare those two experiences it's just cool
to see how the spirit really spoke to all of us in how when we bought ideas together we were
able to learn from each other and just how it's so important to listen to the spirit because it
speaks differently to everyone. Nice oh gonna ask. What was the scriptures of the year. Yes so
for the first half of the year it was alma. Thirty three twenty three which talks about planning the
word in our hearts and the word also meese his case so he kinda focused on how we can plant
crisis in our hearts in howard testimonies can grow and then the second scripture was dnc. Six
twenty three twenty one in that. I love imagery in that scripture of christ wrapping his arms
around us. How he loves us so much. He's the light of the world awesome. Sounds inspired me.
Anything you know you talking about different activities you planned and different things. You did
like Basically just curious what what you did just is always fun to share ideas and here you know
how this seminary did whatever so any ideas that you thought. Wow that really worked well. Or
i'm glad we did it. That or yes so we focused a lot on love sharing invite this year and we would
try to find activities that can go with that and so one activity. I really loved went with invite and
after school. We do these prayer meetings where we would invite everyone to come. Our goal is
to invite everyone not just students but to reach out to skyline students of all different faiths and
we'd meet together and we would have someone share thought in someone would sake and it
only took about five minutes every day but it was just really cool to come in gathered together
into just focus on christ to one and that was a co experience because when we first started
there only a few people but over time it just grew we tried to invite others from different faiths to
come in to maybe share thought or prayer in that was just such a cool experience for us so
students of other faiths.
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Yeah that's margolis Share it with everyone. So this'll be every day after school and they would
just walk out to the seminary building right after school ended and it'd be short thought prayer
later. That's awesome procedure anything. He did as far as you try to invite everybody anything.
He was just being proactive in classroom. In between classes or yes one thing that was really
nice was after last period. I would just go over to some people in like. Hey do you wanna come
to pair meeting really quick. It's super quick five minutes. I think it was helpful being able to walk
out of school to go home with people into just invite him because the already leaving. I got five
more minutes instead. They just come with us which is really fun and then you would identify
maybe not every day but he identifies somebody who wasn't a latter day saint and just an. How
would you make that invitation to do the devotional registry or something. I feel like it's important
to just invite everyone whether they are lighter day. Stay or not. And so i signed people council
to be in charge of the parent thought for monday in tuesday wednesday thursday and so i just
told them To find some in sometimes they were members. Sometimes they weren't but one thing
that i thought was really cozy told them to give the instruction to be more universal in their
prayer so instead of saying thank you so much for seminary i'm gonna say thank you for all the
students at skyline in chinese awards skyline more than seminary interesting. That's a great tip
like is you can just sort of default to some of this. This language are used but make our harper's
more inclusive everybody that you're trying to the love and infants awesome any other activities
are routines you did. Yeah for love. We did what we called. The ministering will or the wheel of
love like the wheel of fortune type. Yes so we got an actual will just super fun and we wrote a
bunch of different service ideas on it and at the beginning of the week so either the monday or
tuesday. Since we're ab schedule all the council members in that period would go around to the
classes in bring the will in we'd have someone from china's superfund. We try to play music and
getting really excited. And you haven't spent in that we'd write down that service idea on the
board under like their class period and we'd go back to their costs every week. Ask him how it
went. If they did the service activity then we'd have them spin it again and it was just a fun way
to go and serve. This was an example of a service activity on the wheel or whatever so the
activities weren't necessarily like super hard we wanted to realize that they can disturb in their
everyday lives in so any example would be like sticky. No a car just fine. Send a scripture
someone over text or make a phone call to a friend. You haven't talked to for a while a cool so
simple things that then i can see like even youth leaders like having young women's sort of
every week you blow out the wheel and you have to and In that makes a fun activities fund
rather than he must go. Give five hours of service at the soup. Kitchen to make it easy but but
funding awesome any other activities during school. While out of you so a simple one redid for
share was we bought a bunch. Of what would jesus do bracelets. And we handed them out to
the students and then invited the students to hand him out to other people over at skyline it was
so amazing to discuss the hallways at school ended to see all these bracelets and we ended up
having to order more because we had so many people coming back saying. Hey can i get two
for two friends and can get a bunch of bracelets to share with people. And i think that was just
super simple but really cool. I had a few people ask me. Hey what are those bracelets. Foreign



is able to kind of share. What they mean stuff. So utterly clinton's people saw around school So
the new fad like anything else. We did several assemblies which is fun and with covid. We kind
of had a different league is normally everyone in period would meet together and just one big
assembly but we had to meet in classes but actually ended up being really cold. We did this one
assembly where we focused on the talents of students and how they like to share the gospel
and so is basically all music. Artwork asked for bunch of submissions in.
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This was around christmas time so it was kind of our christmas assembly and it was fun to just
show it to all the classes. Because i think it's different when you can hear from your peers and
you can see what they're doing in so that was really special a while so this was like a like you
display them around this survey. We've all combined kind on a powerpoint and we had teachers
to all their classes. I see i see so it wasn't like gallery somewhere but just two people could see
him through the powerpoint. Yeah that's awesome and you did. I was participated in this. She
had May near the end of friday morning side is that yes. He had friday forums friday for a
speaker for one of them. Yes so fine so naturally we would do like in person devotional the
mornings before school would start but when covert happened. We didn't have late. Start
mondays and so we were thinking. How can we still do this. And so we thought why not do
friday for him. Since we're a distance learning we don't have school or we have school from
home on fridays. And so we would invite different speakers every month to come and speak
over zoom in and we were kind of nervous at first house. Zoom would work. But i think it ended
up being really cool because it was so easy for students to just hop on and so we had lots of
people. Joining minute was cool to see the numbers on the bottom of the screen. How it just
keeps going up throughout the meeting. People joined but that was really cool experience. Yes
yeah and when you do those things it's interesting you can get all sorts of different kinds of
speakers because it's all remote so they don't have to down the street or whatever and and after
he got some some cool speakers there so any other activities worth mentioning things you did
or your there is actually one assembly. I also love. i'd like to touch on. We did a light of christ
assembly and one thing we kinda missed was hearing from other teachers because in
assembly. Sometimes you get to hear from them and so we decided to actually do rotations
where the teachers moved instead of the students with covid and so thousands cool for me to
just hear like a quick mini lesson like five to ten minutes from each teacher. And how we they
took like different views on the light of christ and so that was really cool assembly and i think lots
of people enjoyed that so this so you go to your normal seminary class but then a new teacher
would come in and teach shorter a short lesson. Yes uh-huh yeah. These assemblies would be
like once a week or so. This is just a one time thing we did. And we had all the teachers rotate in
one period. Sign you to hear from. Everyone dislike one by the the period from everybody cool.
Yeah that's great. That's great any other activities. These are all good. People are like writing
these down that covers. Most that's awesome. That's awesome anything else that we're missing
in general before we wrap up anything in your nose who are. Make sure we hit honor. We got it.
I think it's just important to remember to be patient with yourself. His easy for maybe you feel
like they have to be perfect and that they have to excel in everything they do. But it's important



to remember that we're all in this together and we're all learning together. Sometimes things will
go wrong but if you are trying on the lord will help you and bless you awesome. That's great
advice and probably do question you've got most over. The last few months went now. Rachel
what are you gonna do with your life. So what now that you're done with school. You're you're
done with the seminary council responsibilities. What's next. So i actually have mission call. I'm
going to serve in banana quota. New which is on the coast of west africa so i start home empty
october fourth in. I'll be speaking french. So i'm really excited. The french immersion program so
hit star. I did spanish. And i knew nothing so i did learn it. So that's awesome october. Hopefully
cross our fingers may be your mom like this but home maybe home. Mdc won't be a thing. I
don't know. I love my. Mtc experience well that i say that in a different way but by the end of it i
love my mdc. You'll get that chance but nonetheless you're still headed to africa and man. What
an experience. I ll be decided in. I mean what a blessing similar councils probably been for you
in preparation for that you know not everybody gets it but you know there's a lot of leadership
opportunities ahead of you agree. Sunny huge blessing foshan. The last question. I have for you
is as you reflect on this past year being a leader. The seminary council president. How has
being a leader helped you become a better follower of jesus christ love that. I think when we
serve others and we lead. We are acting as christ would we are being his hands and i like to
think about what christ did. In his whole life he just spent serving others and loving others in
when we lead. We're able to serve others as he did and we're able to move his work forward
and i think i've also i know i've learned a lot of stuff about myself as i've lead in it's been cool to
turn to christ and to focus on different attributes that he had in to try to work on them and it's just
been such a cool experience for me and that concludes this how i lead interview.

00:35:17 - 00:36:23

Hope you enjoyed it. And i would ask you. Could you take a minute and drop this. Lincoln email
on social media in taxed wherever it makes most sense and share it with somebody who could
relate to this experience and this is how we develop just hearing what the other guys doing
trying some things out testing adjusting for your area. And that's where great leaderships
discover right. So we would love to have you a share this with somebody in this calling or a
related calling and that would be great and also if you know somebody any type of leader who
would be fantastic guests on the how i lead segment reach out to us. Go to leading saints dot
org slash contact. Maybe send this individual. Neil letting them know that you're going to be
suggesting their name for this interview will reach out to them and see if we can line them up so
again. Go to leading saints dot org slash contact and there you can submit all the information
and let us know and maybe they will be on a feature. How i lead segment on the leading saints.
Podcast and remember text. The word lead to four seven four seven four seven in order to
access the three most popular sessions of the liberating saints library.


